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Volume 1

Volume 4

THE LOGIC OF ENVIRONMENTALISM

LOCAL SCIENCE VS. GLOBAL SCIENCE

Anthropology, Ecology and Postcoloniality

Approaches to Indigenous Knowledge in
International Development

Vassos Argyrou, University of Hull

Edited by Paul Sillitoe, Durham University

“Argyrou’s compelling argument has important implications for the future of conservation and development…the
argument is convincing and covers many of the fundamental aspects involved in the creation of the environmentalist
worldview.”
American Anthropologist

"The reader will find a great number of ideas and issues to
think both with and against, making this both an excellent
primer and an ideal undergraduate course book, as well as
being of interest to anyone already working in the area of
knowledge and development."
Social Anthropology

Available. 208 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-105-9 Paperback $25.00/£15.00
ISBN 978-1-84545-032-8 Hardback $90.00/£53.00

“This collection is much more than a plea for valuing
‘indigenous’ knowledge. It is a reasoned set of arguments
to value those things that cannot be measured…a rich mix
of approaches developed here... an important reminder…
that Western society may not prove to be the best adapted
or most advance social formation in a sustainable future.”
JRAI

Volume 2

CONVERSATIONS ON THE BEACH
Fishermen's Knowledge, Metaphor and Environmental
Change in South India
Götz Hoeppe, University of Heidelberg

Available, 300 pages, 14 figs, 9 tables
ISBN 978-1-84545-648-1 Paperback $34.95/£23.00
ISBN 978-1-84545-014-4 Hardback $90.00/£53.00 [2006]

Already on the margins of an agrarian society, the marine
fisherfolk of the South Indian state of Kerala are faced with a
severe environmental problem: overfishing. The actions of
trawlers and industrial fishing ships, it seems, have caused the
resources on which they depend to dwindle rapidly. Yet what
may appear to be a clear-cut case of cause, effect and responsibility turns out to be a complex issue. Local perceptions of the
environment are deeply enmeshed with notions of morality, the
self and people's understanding of their place in society.
Overfishing is one of several environmental issues that bring
into focus parallel knowledges, giving rise to contradictory views
on what the problems are, whether changes are good or bad,
and how they are to be remedied. As the fisherfolk confront the
state, a discourse develops on what is innate to the environment, or "natural", and on what its malleability entails.

N E W I N PA P E R B A C K
Volume 5

SUSTAINABILITY AND COMMUNITIES
OF PLACE
Edited by Carl A. Maida, University of California, Los Angeles

The concept of sustainability holds that the social, economic,
and environmental factors within human communities must be
viewed interactively and systematically. Although broadly
conceived, the pursuit of sustainable development is a local
practice because every community has different needs and
quality of life concerns. Within this framework, contributors
representing the disciplines of anthropology, sociology,
geography, economics, law, public policy, architecture, and
urban studies explore sustainability in communities in the
Pacific, East Asia, Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa, Eastern
Europe, and North America.

Available, 232 pages, 5 tables, 3 maps, 6 graphs, 14 photos, bibliog. index
ISBN 978-1-84545-015-1 Hardback $90.00/£53.00

Volume 3

GREEN ENCOUNTERS

Available, 272 pages, 19 ills, index
ISBN 978-0-85745-146-0 Paperback $34.95/£22.50
ISBN 978-1-84545-016-8 Hardback $90.00/£53.00

Shaping and Contesting Environmentalism
in Rural Costa Rica
Luis A. Vivanco, University of Vermont

N E W I N PA P E R B A C K
Volume 6

“…a critical and thought-provoking monograph… provides
an insightful analysis of how environmentalist discourses
shape identities.”
Human Ecology

MODERN CRISES AND TRADITIONAL
STRATEGIES
Local Ecological Knowledge in Island
Southeast Asia

“The work excels at showing how environmental conservation oat Monte Verde is and has been the result of a shifting range of social, political, and economic forces, and it
also excels at showing the variety of environmentalisms
that can be found there.”
JRAI

Edited by Roy Ellen, University of Kent at Canterbury

“Probably more than any other British anthropologist, Roy
Ellen is associated with the study of ethnobiology; his has
also long ranked among the leading names in the field…
Both readers new to Ellen as well as those already familiar
with his work will find this collection rewarding."
American Anthropologist

“Vivanco’s well-written work…clearly raises important
questions regarding whether or not ecotourism can
overcome the ecological and social equity challenges of
sutainable development.”
Choice

Available, 256 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-145-3 Paperback $34.95/£22.50
ISBN 978-1-84545-312-1 Hardback $90.00/£45.00

Available, 240 pages, 7 ills, 3 maps, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-504-0 Paperback $27.95/£15.00
ISBN 978-1-84545-168-4 Hardback $80.00/£40.00 [2006]
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Volume 7

TRAVELING CULTURES AND PLANTS

N E W I N PA P E R B A C K
Volume 10

The Ethnobiology and Ethnopharmacy of Migrations

LANDSCAPE, POWER AND PROCESS

Edited by Andrea Pieroni, School of Pharmacy, University of Bradford, and

Re-Evaluating Traditional Environmental Knowledge

Ina Vandebroek, Institute of Economic Botany, New York Botanical Garden

Edited by Serena Heckler, Durham University

The tremendous increase in migrations and diasporas of
human groups in the last decades are not only bringing
along challenging issues for society, especially related to
the economic and political management of multiculturalism
and culturally effective health care, but they are also creating dramatic changes in traditional knowledge, believes and
practices (KBP) related to (medicinal) plant use. The contributors to this volume — all internationally recognized scholars
in the field of ethnobiology, transcultural pharmacy, and
medical anthropology — analyze these dynamics of traditional knowledge in especially 22 selected case studies.

The field of study variously called local, indigenous or
traditional environmental knowledge (TEK) has experienced a
crisis brought about by the questioning of some of its basic
assumptions, for instance that scientific methods can accurately elicit and describe TEK or that incorporating it into
development projects will improve the physical, social or
economic well-being of marginalized peoples. The contributors
argue that to accurately describe TEK, the historical and political forces that have shaped it, as well as people’s day-to-day
engagement with the landscape around them must be taken
into account. TEK thus emerges, not as an easily translatable
tool for development experts, but as a rich and complex
element of contemporary lives that should be defined and
managed by indigenous and local peoples themselves.

Available, 296 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-679-5 Paperback $29.95/£17.50
ISBN 978-1-84545-373-2 Hardback $90.00/£53.00

N E W I N PA P E R B A C K
Volume 8

Available, 288 pages, 21 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-613-7 Paperback $34.95/£22.50
ISBN 978-1-84545-549-1 Hardback $90.00/£53.00

FISHERS AND SCIENTISTS IN
MODERN TURKEY

Volume 11

The Management of Natural Resources,
Knowledge and Identity on the Eastern Black
Sea Coast

MOBILITY AND MIGRATION IN
INDIGENOUS AMAZONIA
Contemporary Ethnoecological Perspectives

Ståle Knudsen, University of Bergen, Norway

Edited by Miguel N. Alexiades, University of Kent at Canterbury

Through the ethnography and history of fish production,
seafood consumption, state modernizing policies and marine
science, this book analyzes the role of local knowledge in the
management of marine resources on the Eastern Black Sea
coast of Turkey. Fishing, science and other ways of knowing
and relating to fish and the sea are analyzed as particular
ways of life conditioned by history, ideology and daily practice. The author argues that local knowledge and the larger
historical and ideological context of production, as manifest in
state modernization policies and consumption patterns,
should be taken into account when trying to explain the
current management regime in Turkish Black Sea fisheries.

“The originality and importance of Alexiades’ edited volume relates to recent developments in our understanding
of Amazonian and its inhabitants. Set in the wider context
of this new understanding, the volume not only fully takes
on board the fact and implications movement, migration
and displacement — rare in itself — but also does so in relation to a very under-explored area, human – environmental relations and the development and transmission of
ecological knowledge. It is thus a very welcome initiative
that adds a new and important dimension to historicization
and regionalization of Amazonian studies.”
Stephen Hugh-Jones, Cambridge University

Available, 304 pages, 22 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-375-6 Paperback $32.95/£19.95
ISBN 978-1-84545-440-1 Hardback $80.00/£50.00

Available, 304 pages, 16 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-563-7 Hardback $90.00/£53.00
Institutional E-ISBN 978-1-84545-907-9

N E W I N PA P E R B A C K
Volume 9

N E W I N PA P E R B A C K
Volume 12

LANDSCAPE ETHNOECOLOGY

UNVEILING THE WHALE

Concepts of Biotic and Physical Space

Discourses on Whales and Whaling

Edited by Leslie Main Johnson, Athabasca University, Alberta, and

Arne Kalland, University of Oslo

Eugene Hunn, formerly University of Washington

“...a unique work. Surprisingly, perhaps, given the
prominence of its subject, there is nothing comparable
in the literature. It draws on the author’s decades-long
devotion to the topic. As a result, it is rich in its command
of the academic, policy, and popular literatures on the
subject. It is, simply put, authoritative. It is also
Michael Dove, Yale University
convincing.”

“The eleven substantive case studies, taken primarily from
indigenous societies across North and South America, each
provide a strong argument for questioning or better specifying definitions on the meaning of place for various
societies… a suggestive collection that I would recommend
highly.”
Anthropos
Available, 336 pages, 26 tables, 35 figures, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-632-8 Paperback $34.95/£22.50
ISBN 978-1-84545-613-9 Hardback $100.00/£60.00
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Volume 13

NEW
Volume 15

VIRTUALISM, GOVERNANCE,
AND PRACTICE

URBAN POLLUTION

Vision and Execution in Environmental
Conservation

Cultural Meanings, Social Practices

Edited by James G. Carrier, Oxford Brookes University and University of

Leiden University

Edited by Eveline Dürr, Ludwig- Maximilians-University and Rivke Jaff,

Indiana, and Paige West, Barnard College, Columbia University

Re-examining Mary Douglas’ work on pollution and concepts
of purity, this volume explores modern expressions of these
themes in urban areas, examining the intersections of
material and cultural pollution. It presents ethnographic
case studies from a range of cities affected by globalization
processes such as neoliberal urban policies, privatization of
urban space, continued migration and spatialized ethnic
tension. What has changed since the appearance of Purity
and Danger? How have anthropological views on pollution
changed accordingly? This volume focuses on cultural meanings and values that are attached to conceptions of ‘clean’
and ‘dirty’, purity and impurity, healthy and unhealthy
environments, and addresses the implications of pollution
with regard to discrimination, class, urban poverty, social
hierarchies and ethnic segregation in cities.

“[T]he true contribution of Virtualism, governance and
practice is found in the second section, which explores the
relationship between conservation design and conservation
execution... Even if [it does] not answer all of the important questions, [it] succeeds marvelously in posing them
in a clear, provocative manner. [It] would be an excellent
addition to courses on environmental discourses and
community-based conservation. Even more, [it] would be
useful reading for any individual who hopes to contribute
to the policy and practice of conservation in the twentyFocaal
first century.”
“This is an excellent and fascinating study of ethnographic
studies and conceptual essays …The breadth and detail of
these studies, combined with the excellent conceptual
framework provided by editors, make this a highly
valuable collection for scholars, policy makers, and applied
James Igoe, Dartmouth College
practitioners.”

Available, 216 pages, 16 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-692-4 Hardback $60.00/£40.00
Institutional E-ISBN 978-1-84545-848-5

NEW
Volume 16

Available, 208 pages, 7 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-619-1 Hardback $60.00/£38.00
Institutional E-ISBN 978-1-84545-960-4

WEATHERING THE WORLD
Recovery in the Wake of the Tsunami in a Tamil
Fishing Village

Volume 14

ETHNOBOTANY IN THE NEW EUROPE

Frida Hastrup, University of Copenhagen

People, Health and Wild Plant Resources

“This book is a pleasure to read with its combination of
intensive ethnography, its austere and almost minimal style
of writing and its conceptual innovations. There is no
doubt in my mind that this book it constitutes an important contribution to the manner in which we think of
disaster and its relation to the everyday not only in the
social sciences but also in policy sciences.”

Edited by Manuel Pardo-de-Santayana, Universidad Autónoma of
Madrid, Andrea Pieroni, University of Bradford, and Rajindra K. Puri,
University of Kent

“Rather than simply cataloguing plant use, each researcher
analyzes the historical, societal, economic, or political
aspects relevant to changes in human plant usage. Thus,
the authors provide a true ethnobotanical resource that
Choice
can be instructive to academic audiences.”

Veena Das, Johns Hopkins University

The study of European wild food plants and herbal medicines is an old discipline that has been invigorated by a new
generation of researchers pursuing ethnobotanical studies
in fresh contexts. Now in the 21st century, in the age of the
European Union and Globalization, European folk botany is
once again dynamically responding to changing cultural,
economic, and political contexts. The authors and studies
presented in this book reflect work being conducted across
Europe’s many regions. They tell the story of the on-going
evolution of human-plant relations in one of the most
bioculturally dynamic places on the planet, and explore new
approaches that link the re-evaluation of plant-based
cultural heritage with the conservation and use of
biocultural diversity.

The Asian tsunami in December 2004 severely affected
people in coastal regions all around the Indian Ocean. This
book provides the first in-depth ethnography of the disaster
and its effects on a fishing village in Tamil Nadu, India. The
author explores how the villagers have lived with the
tsunami in the years succeeding it and actively worked to
gradually regain a sense of certainty and confidence in their
environment in the face of disempowering disaster. What
appears is a remarkable local recovery process in which the
survivors have interwoven the tsunami and the everyday in
a series of subtle practices and theorisations, resulting in a
complex and continuous recreation of village life. By
showing the composite nature of the tsunami as an event,
the book adds new theoretical insight into the anthropology
of natural disaster and recovery.

Available, 340 pages, 86 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-456-2 Hardback $110.00/£60.00
Institutional E-ISBN 978-1-84545-814-0

Available, 158 pages, 12 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-199-6 Hardback $70.00/£42.00
Institutional E-ISBN 978-0-85745-200-9
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